Abstract: Two procedures that guarantee the property of additivity among the components of tree biomass and total tree biomass utilizing nonlinear functions are developed. Procedure 1 is a simple combination approach, and procedure '2. is based on nonlinear joint-generalized regression (nonlinear seemingly unrelated regressions) with parameter restrictions. Statistical theory is given for construction of confidence and prediction intervals for the two procedures. Specific examples using slash pine (Pinus elliottii Engelm. var. elliottii) biomass data are presented to demonstrate and clarify the methods behind nonlinear estimation, additivity, error modeling, and the formation of confidence and prediction intervals. Theoretical considerations and empirical evidence indicate procedure 2 is generally superior to procedure 1.' It is argued that modcling the error structure is preferable to using the logarithmic transformation to deal with the problem of heteroscedasticity. The techniques given are applicable to any quantity that can be disaggregated into logical components.
Introduction
A desirable feature of tree component regression equations is that the predictions for the components sum to the prediction from the total tree regression. Kozak (1970) , Chiyenda and Kozak (1984) , and Briggs (1984, 1985) have discussed the problem of forcing additivity on a set of linear tree biomass functions. Parresol (1999) reviewed the three procedures one can use to force additivity of a set of linear component and total tree biomass regressions. The property of additivity assures regression functions that are consistent with each other. That is, if one tree component is part of another component, it is logical to expect the estimate of the part not to exceed the estimate of the whole. Also, if a component is defined as the sum of two subcomponents, its regression estimate should equal the sum of the regression estimates of the two subcomponents. Proper inventory control depends on reliable and additive component estimates. Studies of ecosystem productivity, energy flows, and nutrient flows often break down biomass into component parts (Waring and Running 1998) . In addition, economic analysis depends on products that can be aggregated and disaggregated with consistency (no discrepancy between components and total). From these arguments it is easy to recognize the importance of the additivity property.
Since publication of Parresol (1999) , questions have arisen about additivity of nonlinear biomass equations. The purpose of this article is to present procedures for the additivity of nonlinear biomass equations and to demonstrate these procedures with examples. The examples help to address questions relating to the choice of proper model and to choosing estimates that are statistically reasonable (i.e., estimates that have statistical properties such as unbiasedness, consistency, and minimum variance). In this article I formalize conditions that ensure that predicted values calculated from nonlinear component biomass regression equations add up to those obtained from a corresponding nonlinear total biomass regression equation. I present theory on construction of confidence intervals and prediction intervals because current software packages will not calculate such quantities for the procedures presented here. It should be emphasized that the procedures given in this article are applicable to biomass studies in general, be they of a plant or animal nature.
In fact, any dependent regression variable (such as time, energy, volume, and distance) that can be disaggregated into meaningful components can utilize these procedures to guarantee the property of additivity and to estimate the reliability of the aggregated total.
Biomass modeling preliminaries
Tree biomass is normally estimated through the use of regression. Trees are chosen through an appropriate selection procedure for destructive sampling, and the weights or mass of the components of each tree are determined and related by regression to one or more dimensions of the standing tree. The tree is normally separated into three aboveground components: (i) bole or main stem, (ii) bole bark, and (iii) crown (branches and foliage). Occasionally a fourth component, belowground biomass, which is the stump and major roots within a fixed distance, is considered. Other tree component schemes are possible.
The process of physically collecting biomass data can be very labor intensive. The various tree components, as determined by the scheme used, can be measured directly as soon as they are separated from the tree. The only possible error may be due to faulty measurement instruments or methods. However, direct measurement may be too expensive and time consuming, so components are often subsampled. Small samples are selected from the tree component by some usually random procedure. Green and oven-dry masses of these samples are determined in the laboratory, and the results are used to estimate the entire tree component. Briggs et al. (1987) and Kleinn and Pelz (1987) describe the use of stratified subsampling and subsequent application of ratio-type estimators. Parresol (1999) gives sample calculations for the stratified ratio estimator using data from four sweetgum (Liquidumbar styracijlua L.) trees. Valentine et al. (1984) and Gregoire et al. (1995) describe two procedures, randomized branch sampling and importance sampling, for selecting sample paths to obtain unbiased estimates of the biomass content of a tree.
Subsampling to estimate the component biomass produces an error of measurement of the component. What effect does this have on our ability to construct and estimate biomass models? In a linear context, the data-generating process is presumed to be y* = x'p + E y=y*+v v, -iid (O, 0:) where y* is the unobservable true dependent variable, y is what is observed (i.e., the sampling estimate of the component biomass), and the errors v, are independent and identically distributed (iid) random variables with mean 0 and variance 0:. We assume that E and v are independent and that y* = x'p + E satisfies the classical assumptions (e.g., uncorrelated errors, nonstochastic regressor vector x) (see Greene 1999, Section 6.3) . Given this, we have
As long as v is uncorrelated with x, this model satisfies the classical assumptions and can be estimated by least squares. The same principles apply to nonlinear models. Hence, this type of measurement error is not a problem.
Researchers have used a variety of regression models for estimating total-tree and tree-component biomass. Reviews of biomass studies (e.g., Parde 1980; Baldwin 1987; Clark 1987; Pelz 1987; Parresol 1999) indicate that prediction equations generally have been developed utilizing one of the following three forms: (i) linear additive error, (ii) nonlinear additive error, and (iii) nonlinear multiplicative error. The linear additive error model and the nonlinear multiplicative error model (log transformed) can be litted by standard linear least squares estimation procedures. The nonlinear additive error model results in nonlinear regression equations that require use of iterative procedures for parameter estimation. This model can be written as
where y, is (total or component) biomass, xI is an (N x 1) nonstochastic vector of tree dimension variables, p is a (K x 1) parameter vector, 5 is a random error, and t represents the tth observation (t = I, 2,. .., 7). Note that, unlike linear specifications, the number of parameters, K, and the number of independent variables, N, do not necessarily coincide in nonlinear models. Commonly used tree dimension variables are diameter at breast height (D), D2, total height (H), D*H, age, live crown length (LCL), diameter at the base of the live crown, and sapwood area (active conducting tissue) measured at various heights in the stem. Normally, biomass data exhibit heteroscedasticity; that is, the error variance is not constant over all observations. If eq. 1 is fitted to such data then weighted analysis, typically involving additional parameters, is necessary to achieve minimum variance parameter estimates (assuming all other regression assumptions are met; e.g., uncorrelated errors). A nonlinear statistical model consists jointly of a part that specilies the mean (f(x,$)) and a part describing variation around the mean, and the latter may well need more than one parameter $ to be adequate.
Estimated generalized nonlinear estimation
The estimated generalized linear least squares estimator (also known as the weighted linear least squares estimator) is b = (X' W(0)-'X)-t X' W(0)-' y, where W(0) is a diagonal matrix of weights dependent on a fixed number (say P) of parameters denoted by the (P x 1) vector 0. The dimension of 8, and the precise way in which 1Ir depends on 0, relies on what assumptions are made about the error process. Parresol (1993) shows a structure for 1v when E is heteroscedastic and he provides details on the estimation of 8 from least squares residuals (e,) for regression models with multiplicative heteroscedasticity.
Deriving weights
As Parresol (1993) Harvey (1976) showed that the v,'s satisfy the ordinary least squares (OLS) assumptions of homoscedasticity and no autocorrelation, that is, OLS regression will provide consistent 2 estimates of the 0s in eq. 4. Replacing the unknown pa; rameter vector 0 with the consistently estimated vector, 8, the following weight matrix (ensuing from eq. 3) results:
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where exp(g;8) is the weight factor for the tth observation.
Computational methods
In nonlinear estimation we replace the design matrix X with the partial derivatives matrix Z(p) defined as When this matrix of derivatives is evaluated at a particular value for B, say p,, it will be written as Z(f3,). The generalized nonlinear least squares estimate of the vector B is that value of B that minimizes the residual sum of squares: where Y,, = as/@/, is the gradient vector, P, is a positive definite matrix known as the direction matrix, and 1, is a positive number known as the step length. The iterations start with an initial guess PO and proceed (n = 0, 1, 2, . ..) until some predefined convergence criteria are met (e.g., Y,~ = 0) or the predelined maximum number of iterations are exhausted (failure to converge). What distinguishes alternative algorithms is the definition of P,.*The Gauss-Newton algorithm is defined by P,, = [Z(f3,,)'Ur(0)-'Z(fl,,)]-'. If the starting vector is reasonable and the direction matrix is not illconditioned,3 this algorithm converges quickly. The steepest descent algorithm replaces P, with the scalar value 1. The steepest descent method may converge very slowly and, therefore, is not generally recommended. It is sometimes useful when the initial values are poor. Another algorithm highly favored is that of Marquardt* defined by P, = lZ(P,,)' WV' Z(P,> + Wiag(WWWY' Z@,>>l-'.
The Marquardt algorithm is a compromise between GaussNewton and steepest descent. As h, --+ 0, the direction approaches Gauss-Newton; as & -+ w, the direction approaches steepest descent. This algorithm is useful when the parameter estimates are highly correlated. The Marquardt algorithm is recommended by many authors (e.g., Ratkowsky 1983; Draper and Smith 1998) . A description of these and other algorithms and their direction matrices can be found in Judge et al. (1985, Appendix B) and Seber and Wild (1989) . See Gallant (1987) or Seber and Wild (1989) for details and considerations surrounding l,,, &,, and the convergence criteria.
When the process has converged we obtain the estimated generalized nonlinear least squares (EGNLS) estimate b. It should be mentioned that it is possible for eq. 7 to have several local extrema and that convergence may not be to a global minimum. Thus, it is a good idea to try several starting vectors in the iteration function (eq. 8) to ensure that the minimum obtained is the global one. Occasionally one may be faced with a nearly flat gradient resulting in slow convergence and premature termination of the iterations (loss of accuracy). Trying different algorithms will often highlight this condition so that one can fine tune the convergence criterion to obtain the desired degree of accuracy. Finally, it should be noted that in a nonlinear setting the iterative algorithm can break down. In a linear setting, a low R2 or other diagnostic may suggest that the model and data are mismatched, but as long as the full rank condition is met by the regressor matrix, a linear regression can always be computed. This is not the case with nonlinear regression. A convergence failure may indicate that the model is not appropriate for the body of data. For a discussion of these and other issues surrounding optimization, see Greene (1999, section 5.5) .
Hypothesis testing and interval estimation
Under appropriate conditions the EGNLS estimate b will 'Let 6, be an estimator of 8 based on a sample of size 7'. Then & is a consistent estimator of 0 if Jiz P( 16, -81~ 6) = I, where 6 is an arbitrarily small positive number. Br is said to converge in probability to 0. 'A matrix is said to be ill conditioned when its determinant, relative to its elements, is quite small.
be approximately normally distributed with mean p and a variance-covariance matrix that is consistently estimated by
where the scalar e2 is the regression mean squared error (eq. 7 divided by degrees-of-freedom):
T-K
This information can be used to form hypothesis tests and interval estimates on b in an analogous manner to linear least squares. For a confidence interval on the predicted mean value jr, the appropriate variance estimate is
where z(b); is the tth row of Z(b) (see eq. 6). For a prediction interval on an individual (new) outcome drawn from the distribution of yr, the variance is
where w,(d) is the tth diagonal element of the weight matrix !I@), or put another way, it is the value of the weight function (exp(gi8)) at observation t. For further details on nonlinear regression see Gallant (1987) , Bates and Watts (1988) , Seber and Wild (1989) , and Greene (1999, chapter 10) .
Procedures for additivity of nonlinear biomass equations
There are three procedures for forcing additivity of a set of linear tree biomass functions (see the review by Parresol 1999) but only two for nonlinear models, depending on how the separate components are aggregated. In this section, subscripts refer to tree biomass components (crown, bole, etc.). In procedure 1, the total biomass regression function is defined as the sum of the separately calculated best regression functions of the biomass of its c components: Procedure 2 is more general and flexible than procedure I and more difficult to employ. Statistical dependencies (i.e., contemporaneous correlations) among sample data are accounted for using nonlinear joint-generalized least squares regression, also known as nonlinear seemingly unrelated regressions (NSUR). A set of nonlinear regression functions are specified such that (i) each component regression contains its own independent variables, and the total-tree regression is a function of all independent variables used; (ii) each regression can use its own weight function; and (iii) the additivity is insured by setting constraints (i.e., restrictions) on the regression coefficients. The structural equations for the system of nonlinear models of biomass additivity can be specified as
When the stochastic properties of the error vectors are specilied along with the coefficient restrictions, the structural equations become a statistical model for efficient parameter estimation and reliable prediction intervals. The procedure 2 or NSUR method is usually preferable to procedure 1. If disturbances or errors in the different equations are correlated (the normal situation for biomass models), then procedure 2 (formulation in eq. 14) is superior to procedure 1 (formulation in eq. 12), because NSUR takes into account the contemporaneous correlations and results in lower variance. Two comprehensive references covering NSUR are Gallant (1987) and Srivastava and Giles (1987) .
Example using procedure 1
Consider the sample of 40 slash pine (Pinus elliottii Engelm. var. elliottii) trees in Table 1 . Trees for destructive sampling were selected from unthinned plantation growth and yield plots scattered throughout the state of Louisiana, U.S.A. Trees were felled at a 0.15-m stump height, separated into components of bolewood, bole bark, and crown (branches and foliage) and weighed in the field. The 40 trees given in Table 1 are a subset of a larger data set from a biomass study by Lohrey (1984) , which are used here for illustrative purposes. Tree trunks display shapes that generally fall between the frustum of a cone and the frustum of a paraboloid (Husch et al. 1982) . From a conceptual standpoint, volume or mass of the main stem can be obtained as a solid-of-revolution by rotating a curve of the general form, Y = C(Xq*.', around the X axis. As the exponent I' changes, different solids are produced. This leads to expressions having the functional form Y = f(D, U). From this starting point, I tried functional forms including the variables LCL and age. I selected the best biomass component equations based on scatterplots of the data and the minimum of the Akaike information criterion (AIC)" (Borowiak 1989 ):
'The AK is widely used for model discrimination and is computed as AK, = ln(e/e,/r) + 2K,/T, where ei is the residual vector of the ith alternative equation, K, is the number of coefficients, and 7' is the number of observations. [15I j&,.k =
9,rmm = b,Db2 H"i
where D is diameter at breast height and H is total tree height. Starting with a weight of unity for each observation, nonlinear least squares estimates of the coefticients in eq. 15 were obtained using the iteration function in eq. 8 (GaussNewton algorithm in PROC NLIN; SAS Institute Inc. 1989) . Initial values (PO) to begin the iterations were obtained by log transforming the equations and applying OLS. Scatterplots of the residuals (Fig. 1 ) revealed significant heteroscedasticity (as expected). An error model of the form shown in eq. 4 was fitted to the residuals to obtain W(0). This was done for each equation in eq. 15. The coefficients for each equation were then re-estimated using the iteration function in eq. 8 with its estimated weight matrix W(0). Table 2 lists the coefficients along with their standard errors, asymptotic confidence intervals, weight functions, and fit statistics. From examining Table 2 it can be seen that weighting reduced standard errors on five of the seven coefficients. More importantly, the confidence intervals on the coefl'icicnts for the crown biomass model indicate nonsignificance (at the c( = 0.05 level) for two of the parameters if the model is not weighted; however, under weighted least squares the parameters p, and 13 are significant and their importance in the model is established. Under procedure 1 for additivity, total tree biomass is simply the sum of the components. For example, using the weighted-fit coefficients in Table 2 Thus, for D = 20 cm and H = 17 m and using the weighted-fit coefficients for wood biomass in Table 2 , we obtain Confidence intervals are constructed as For an approximate 95% confidence limit, we will use +2(21.68 kg')*.' giving 1161 268.1 + 9.3 kg For a prediction interval we will need the variances computed from eq. 11. For jwo,,dcne,.,) we obtain from Table 2 Hence, an approximate 95% prediction interval on jto,nl(newj is (using t = 2):
[17] 268.1 Z! Z 50.1 kg Some readers may be surprised about how much larger the @(jrotaitorw,) is over v% (y^,,,,,) in this example. While the 65 ~,ora,~new~) is expected to e arger because of the second variance component, heteroscedasticity reflected in the size of b 1 (0) has a big influence on the overall variance estimate. Without correcting for heteroscedasticity, variance on the larger trees would be underestimated and variance on the smaller trees would be overestimated. 
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Examples using procedure 2: NSUR estimation
Initial remarks
In this procedure we consider a set of nonlinear models whereby we allow statistical dependence among components and the total tree biomass. A contemporaneously correlated set of nonlinear biomass models whose parameters are estimated by NSUR with parameter restrictions will result in eflicicnt estimates and additive predictions. The model for total biomass must be a combination of the component biomass models to be additive. Using the same equations listed in eq. IS the system of equations becomes
Cl81

= b,,Dbz
where gtotal is restricted to have the same independent variables and coefficients as the component equations. The same error or weight functions (Table 2) will be used for the 3 component models. The error function for jtotal was determined by modeling the residuals from jtotal using the (unweighted) coefhcients from Table 2 . From scatterplots and the AIC I chose the error model: In e: = In cr* + 8 ln(D, x H,) + vt. Upon applying OLS, the following weight function resulted: 1191 ~(6) =(DxH)"."" A brief explanation of fitting a system of equations such as in eq. I8 by NSUR follows.
NSUR estimation
The general case of M contemporaneously correlated nonlinear models can be written as where JW' is an clementwise square root operation on the inverse of the weight matrix (see Searle 1982, pp. 201-202) . The implicit assumptions for eq. 20 are (i) E[Aiei] = 0, the mean of the weighted residuals is zero for each system equa- *R' = I -SSl$SST; for weighted regression SSE = bW( i)-'L and SST = y"W( i)-'y, where y" = y -7 and y = vecdiag(W(0)w')'y/sum (vecdiag(W(@)-')) (Steel et al. 1996, pp. 284-285 tion; and (2) E[Aee'A'] = %@I, where 0 is the Kronecker product, 2 is an (M x IV) weighted covariance matrix whose (i, j)th element is given by oij (the covariance of the errors from weighted equations i and j) and E[A;\iei&~ A;] = c@ To form the NSUR estimator we need 2. Generally the variances and covariances of eq. 20 are unknown and must be esttmated. To estimate the Ok, we first tit each system equation by EGNLS and obtain the residuals ei = yi -f;(X, b). Consistent estimates of the variances and covariances are then calculated by
[21] 6, = 1 (T -K;)O.5( T -Kj)0.5 e:AiAjej
where the degrees-of-freedom corrections Kj and Kj are the number of coefficients per equation (Greene 1999, p. 617 ). Let us define 2 as the matrix containing the estimates Bij from eq. 21. To specify the NSUR estimator, let us extend the notation from the Estimated generalized nonlinear estimation section. To be clear, there are T observations per equation, M equations, and K parameters (p has dimension (K x 1)). As before, we need the matrix of partial derivatives of the residual with respect to the parameters. For our NSUR system the partial derivatives matrix F(P)' is a (K x MT) matrix given by ,221
I
When evaluated at a particular value for p, say pi, it will be written as F@,). If each equation contains a different set of parameters, d~'/df3 is a block-diagonal matrix. The generalized NSUR estimate of the vector p is that value of p that minimizes the residual sum of squares
[23]
R(P) = E'&-'@I)AE = [y -f(X, P)]'A'(Z-l@I)A[y -f(X, p>]
Under the Gauss-Newton gradient minimization method, using the estimated weights and covariances, the estimated generalized NSUR iteration function is
h,+I = & + l,,[F(&)'&%-' @I)ilF(&)]-'F(&)'&$-' 01)&y -f(X, p,)]
where 1,,, as in eq. 8, is the step length. When the process has converged we obtain the estimated generalized NSUR estimate b. As with EGNLS, obtaining convergence can be a "fun" challenge. The analyst often has to change the step length, try new initial values, etc. It should be noted that one can take the NSUR process a step further by re-estimating z from the NSUR residuals (via eq. 21) and feeding this back into eq. 24 to form a new estimate for p, and so on, until convergence. When the random errors follow a multivariate normal distribution this estimator will be the maximum likelihood estimator. For a discussion of the pros and cons of generalized least squares and maximum likelihood see Carroll and Ruppert (1988, pp. 18-23) .
The estimated covariance matrix of the parameter estimates is calculated as
[25] lt,, = [F(b)'&%-'OI)8F(b)]-1
The NSUR system variance is based on eq. 23 and is obtained from where Biiwi@J is the estimate oi the conditional variance of the ith system equation (Bii is the (i, i)th element of 3, re. eq. 21, and adding the t subscript, w,(O,) is the estimated weight).
Example 1
For an additive biomass system M = c + 1, thus the system under consideration in eq. 18 has A4 = 3 + 1 = 4 equations. The specific system of four equations in eq. 18 can be combined into one model written in matrix notation as or alternatively y = f(X, p) + E, where the subscript 1 refers to the model for wood biomass; subscript 2 refers to the model for bark biomass; subscript 3 refers to the model for crown biomass; subscript 4 refers to the model for total tree biomass; and the vectors y, p, and E are stacked column vectors (in particular p = [p; pi pi] = [pii plz hi b2 &, [j, &IL). The parameters in eq. 29 were estimated from eq. 24 (using PROC MODEL (SAS Institute Inc. 1993), and I supplied 2, calculated from eq. 21, to the MODEL procedure). Table 3 lists the coeflicients and their standard errors for the weighted system. Note that the weighted NSUR standard errors for all seven coefficients are smaller than the corresponding EGNLS standard errors listed in Table 2 . This indicates that there were significant contemporaneous correlations and a gain in efficiency in parameter estimation. Regression results, in terms of coefficients of determination and root mean square errors, are given in Table 4 .
Using the coeflicients in Table 3 For j4 the vector f4(b) is specified by
The error is computed using eq. 27 and results in S;>= f+s(b)'$&b) = 0.44 kg2
From eq. 28b the 95% confidence interval (using t = 2) is WI
f 6.3 kg
In comparing the NSUR confidence interval in eq. 30 with the procedure 1 confidence interval in eq. 16, we see that the NSUR based confidence interval is 32% narrower (k6.3 vs. 29.3 kg).
The prediction limits for our point estimate of total tree biomass are calculated using eq. 28~. From eq. 26 we calculate the system variance: B&n, = 0.933. From eq. 21 we calculate the variance of the fourth system equation: a'& = 8.46 x 10e7 kg2. The weight factor for jtoral is computed from eq. 19: w = (20 x 17)".45 = 541 504 742. Inserting the pieces of information into eq. 28c, we obtain the following 95% prediction interval: As is immediately obvious from comparing the prediction limits in eq. 31 with those in eq. 17, the procedure 2 or NSUR prediction limits are smaller, in fact 16.6% narrower. The interval from eq. 31 fits entirely inside the interval from eq 17: 1222.4, 306.01 versus L218.0, 3 18.21.
Example 2
In the previous example we assumed that the error terms in our system were additive (as in eq. I). Looking at the individual equations in eq. 18, one may want to assume equation errors that are multiplicative to derive log-linear models. The logarithmic transformation tends to stabilize heteroscedastic variance (if o, is proportional to E[y]; Neter et al. 198.5, and is an alternative to deriving weights for each equation in the system. For example with ywood a model with a multiplicative error term and the corresponding log-linear model are
Similarly, ,vhark and ycrown can be linearized. However, because of the additivity restriction, the inherent model for ytota, cannot be linearized. Thus NSUR must be used as opposed to linear seemingly unrelated regressions for the log-transformed equations in eq. 18. The resulting system of equations is This system was fitted using NSUR (with PROC MODEL in SAS software; SAS Institute Inc. 1993). The coefficients and their SEs are listed in Table 3 . The log-transformed NSUR coefficient SEs compare very favorably against the EGNLS Table 3 . Coefficients and standard errors (GE) from fitting the slash pine biomass data with nonlinear seemingly unrelated regressions. Table 2 , being smaller for six of the seven coefficients. This is not surprising, since we know from example 1 there are contemporaneous correlations between the equations. In comparing the weighted NSUR coefficients and SEs against the log-transformed NSUR coefficients and SEs in Table 3 , the major differences occur with b,, and These two coefficients essentially doubled in size under the log transform of the data and their SEs increased, threefold for b,,. This is indicative that o, is not strictly proportional to Eb], especially for ycrown. Two fit statistics, tit index (FI, analogous to R2) and root mean square error (RMSE), for the equations in eq. 32 are given in Table 4 . The values of FI and RMSE for the wood and bark equations between the weighted NSUR and log-transformed NSUR are essentially identical. The values of the fit statistics for the crown and tree equations are better using weighted NSUR. For this data, modeling the individual equation error structures gives comparatively better results than using the logarithmic transformation. This issue of using weighted versus log-transformed data will be considered more fully in the Discussion section. Using the coefficients in Table 3 for "Fit index; Fl = 1 -Z( y, -ii)*/Z( yi -ji)*. where the dependent variable y is in original data scale.
"RMSE is root mean square error in original data scale
Since no weight factor is used (the log transformation does the weighting) we set w = 1. An approximate 95% prediction interval (t = 2) is on the arithmetic scale [223.6, 313.11 Note that the interval [223.6, 313.11 is not symmetric about .qtota,. This occurs because the log transform is a nonlinear transformation. That aside, in comparing the interval in eq. 33 against the interval in eq. 3 1, we see that the logtransformed based interval encompasses an additional 5.9 kg width, which translates to a 7.1% increase.
Discussion
Additivity of component biomass regression equations has concerned forestry professionals, since Kozak (1970) first presented methods of ensuring additivity with linear equations. With the speed afforded by today's computers and the availability of sophisticated software, nonlinear model development plays a more crucial role than ever before. However, care must be exercised to ensure reasonable functions. A critical issue in data analysis is the selection of a good approximating model that represents the data well. Depending on the number of variables available, graphs in two, three, and four dimensions (PROC SPECTRAVIEW in SAS (SAS Institute Inc. 1994 ) provides four-dimensional views of data by using a color gradient to display values of a fourth variable in three-dimensional space) can help in the selection of a number of empirical models. Theory can aid in selecting the independent variables and in specifying functional forms of the regression relation, such as geometry of the entity, knowledge of interaction effects, restrictions in the response space (e.g., y > 0), hypothetical data dependencies (e.g., lag effects, autocorrelation), and so on. A commonly used basis for choosing among competing models is Akaike's information criterion. The AIC is highly touted by a number of authors (e.g., Cavanaugh 1997; Burnham and Anderson 1998) , as is Amemiya's (1985) prediction criterion (APC)S. A recent. development that may prove to provide better model discrimination is the information complexity (ICOMP) criterion of Bozdogan (2000) . The ICOMP criterion combines a badness-of-fit term with a measure of model complexity by 'The APC is computed as APC, = e;e,/(T -K,)(l + K,/T), where ej is the residual vector of the ith alternative equation, K, is the nutnber of coefficients, and T is the number of observations. taking into account the interdependencies of the parameter estimates as well as the dependencies of the model residuals. Unlike linear model estimation, nonlinear estimation can pose many challenges. For one, initial parameter estimates must be specified. A variety of methods are available for obtaining starting values. Often, experience can be utilized to provide good starting values. When it is possible, an initial consistent estimator of p will be a good starting vector. For example, many equation forms (ignoring error) can be linearizied by a transformation (such as by logarithms) and undergo OLS estimation to obtain starting values, even though the underlying model is intrinsically nonlinear because of additive errors. This is how I obtained initial values in the Example 1 section above. Neter et al. (1985, p. 479) suggested the following procedure. Select K representative observations and set the nonlinear regression function fix,, p) equal to yI for each of the K observations (thereby ignoring the random error). Solve the K equations for the K parameters and use the solutions as the starting values. Still another possibility is to do a grid search in the parameter space. Select in a grid fashion various trial choices of PO, evaluate the residual sum of squares S&J = 2 [y, -f(xr, p0)]2 for each of these f=l choices, and use as the starting values the PO vector for which S&J is smallest.
Once the starting values for the parameters have been obtained, a modeler is still faced with many potential choices. An iteration method, whether Gauss-Newton, Marquardt, or one of the others, needs to be selected. A solution may be to a local minima, so several starting vectors should be tried to ensure that the global minimum of the residual sum of squares is obtained. Problems with convergence can arise for many reasons. The matrix of partial derivatives, the direction matrix, may be singular, possibly indicating an overparameterized model. It is possible that parameters will enter a space where arguments to such functions as logs and square roots become illegal, resulting in overflows in computations. Obviously a careful choice of the model and starting values can circumvent such problems. Still, even with an appropriate model, the iteration method may lead to steps that do not improve the estimates. The modeler may need to control the step lengths, l,,, try a different set of starting values, or switch the iteration method. The gradient could be nearly flat causing small changes in the residual sum of squares and (or) small changes in the parameter estimates with successive iterations but still be far from the solution. Fine tuning of the convergence criteria may be necessary in such a situation to prevent premature stopping of the iterations and a subsequent loss of accuracy in the coefficients. As should be obvious, the selection and estimation of nonlinear models requires much more sophistication on the part of analysts than does linear models. Ross (1990) provides insights into why some models are diflicult to fit and discusses the use of "stable parameter systems."
Heteroscedasticity is almost a certainty in biomass data and must be dealt with to achieve minimum variance estimates and reliable prediction intervals. The generalized method of moments (GMM) is an estimation method that produces efficient parameter estimates under heteroscedastic conditions without any specification of the nature of the heteroscedasticity (Greene 1999) . However, one cannot generate bounds on the predictions Can. J. For. Res. Vol. 31, 2001 without specifying or otherwise estimating the error structure. Prediction intervals are necessary for reliability analysis and economic planning; therefore, I generally do not recommend GMM, preferring generalized least squares or the principle of maximum likelihood. The problem of heteroscedasticity then becomes one of estimating a weight factor or performing a transformation to stabilize variance. A treatise on the subject of transformation and weighting in regression is given by Carroll and Ruppert (1988) . Theoretical considerations may lead one to use a transformation such as logarithms (e.g., if one believes the equation errors are multiplicative), but in practice I have found modeling the error structure gives empirical results as good as or better than applying transformations such as square roots or logarithms. In looking at Tables 3 and 4, the weighted and log-transformed equations for wood and bark biomass have similar SEs on the corresponding coeflicients and closely matched FI and RMSE values; however, for the crown and total biomass regressions the weighted fit is superior in terms of SEs on the coefficients, FI, and RMSE. The log transformation is quick and simple to apply compared with the effort needed to develop error functions. The slight 7.1% increase in the logtransform based prediction interval (eq. 31 vs. 33) for the example total tree biomass prediction may seem inconsequential, but when considering hundreds or thousands of trees the cumulative effect can be considerable. Transformations such as the log or square root lead to predictions with an inherent bias on the original arithmetic scale. There are theoretical corrections for the bias (Miller 1984) , but data rarely are "ideal"; thus, some studies have shown these corrections tend to overestimate the true bias (e.g., Madgwick and Satoo 1975; Hepp and Brister 1982) . For these and other reasons I prefer to model the error structure rather than use the logarithmic transformation to correct for heteroscedasticity in biomass data. See Parresol (1993 Parresol ( , 1999 , Williams and Gregoire (1993) , and Schreuder and Williams (1998) for examples on modeling the variance structure.
Iterative reweighted (nonlinear) least squares could be used as a further refinement to remedy heteroscedasticity. That is, start with the unweighted least squares estimate of p, compute residuals and fit the weight function then solve for p, compute residuals and relit the weight function then solve for p, and so on for C cycles. There is no clear consensus in the statistical literature about the best choice of the number of cycles, C. Goldberger (1964) and Matloff et al. (1984) propose C = I, the latter showing from their simulation study that "the first iteration is usually the best, with accuracy actually deteriorating as the number of cycles is increased. " Carroll and Ruppert (1988) , based on their own simulation work, recommend C = 2. In my work with tree biomass data I have found little difference between using one or two cycles.
The property of additivity, as mentioned in the Introduction, leads to consistency among equations. The examples presented show a total tree (above stump) decomposed into three components: bole wood, bole bark, and tree crown. If the crown component were separated into two subcomponents, say foliage and branches, we would want the regressions on the subcomponents to give predictions that sum to the prediction from the crown regression, while still maintaining the overall additivity to the total. To maintain the property of additivity under this scenario using the NSUR procedure requires that the crown component model be a combination of the subcomponent models with parameter restrictions between the subcomponent models and the component model. To illustrate, let us expand upon the system in eq. 18 by adding equations for foliage and branches: The expressed restrictions in eq. 34 guarantee that the foliage and branch predictions will sum to exactly equal the crown prediction, plus the total prediction will still exactly equal the sum of the component predictions. With the right restrictions many layers can be added to a system in such a way as to maintain the property of additivity. This property can be imposed on any quantity that can be disaggregated into a system of logical components.
I have presented methodology on two alternative procedures that guarantee additivity in the nonlinear case. The methodology presented shows computation of standard errors on the parameter estimates and computation of standard errors for confidence and prediction intervals on the predicted values. This allows judgment of the significance of coefficients (see Table 2 , coeflicients b, and 6, for the crown regression) and aids in the assessment of the reliability of the equation predictions. Comparing standard errors of the coefficients between the two procedures for the slash pine biomass system shows a gain in efficiency using procedure 2, the NSUR approach, over procedure I, the simple combination approach. Since components are not independent there will be contemporaneous correlations. The strength of the correlations determines the gain in efficiency. The tighter confidence and prediction intervals on the total biomass yields in eqs. 30 and 3 1, as compared with eqs. 16 and 17, are a direct consequence of the more efficient (minimum variance) NSUR estimator. In general, the procedure 2 or NSUR procedure can be recommended over procedure 1.' Users can modify the program to lit any desired system of biomass equations.
If one is faced with a small sample size and if contemporaneous correlations are small, then there is a loss in finite sample efficiency with estimated generalized NSUR because of the uncertain estimator 2. In this case, procedure 1 is best. In my biomass work, modeling many different species, I have never found contemporaneous correlations to be sufficiently small to cause concern. Therefore, I almost unilaterally recommend the joint-generalized least squares approach for both linear and nonlinear modeling of biomass equation systems.
